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LIBRARYSKILLS@UCL 

Student Centre two-minute tour descriptive transcript.  

[There is background electronic music throughout the video] 

0:00 Student Centre Gordon Square entrance: [revolving doors] 

00.04 Enter revolving doors in front of you.  

0.07 Traverse central staircase to Mezzanine level  

0.10 Turn right and enter north Mezzanine entry gates. Tap your UCL ID on barrier 

to enter Student Centre 

0.14 Walk in a straight line past three lifts. 

0.16 Enter Mezzanine PC cluster. 

0.18 Turn right again and walk to bookable social study M.02a. 

0.18 Leave social study and enter resource room next door. This room contains 

lockers and a MFD. [Multi-function device – UCL’s term for printers and 

photocopiers]   

0.27 Return back to Mezzanine gates and enter using your UCL ID again.  

0.30 Enter South mezzanine gates on the other side of the floor. Tap your ID to enter 

again.  

0.32 Walk upstairs to 1st floor. 

0.34 Turn right into walkway which leads to more non-bookable social study.  

0.38 Turn right again and walk through a variety of social study options.  

0.42 On your right and directly ahead there are three laptop loan banks.  
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0.44 Turn right again and walk past the lifts towards Student Enquiries Centre 

[ahead] 

0.47 Turn right again and walk-up internal staircase to the 2nd floor.   

0:51 At the top of the stairs turn right and turn right again.  

0.57 On your left are bookable group study rooms, some with doors allowing for 

privacy.  

1.03 After turning right and turning right again traverse the stairs to the 3rd floor. 

1.07 Turn right. 

1.11 Enter our iconic café a favourite of students at UCL.  

1.13 Follow the atrium round to the stairwell. 

1.17 Walk up the stairs to our iconic fourth floor.  To your right is our terrace. Follow 

the walkways around.  

1.23 Enter Fourth floor social study This area also contains group study and MFD. 

1.28 Call the lifts.  

1.31 Enter lift and press B1 to go to basement study. 

1.32 Exit lift on BI 

1.33 Go straight, and then enter the cluster and social study room.  

1.36 Turn right and right again and enter laptop loans, MFD and vending machines 

room. There is also a water fountain.  

1.40 Turn around and walk through the open study area and turn right in the 

stairwell. This leads to the lower ground and the South Quad exit. Walk up the stairs.  

1.47 Using your ID card, exit barriers on to the lower ground floor. Turn right. 

1.49 On your right is a soft furnished group study area. 
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1.51 Traverse the small staircase ahead.  

1.52 Back to the ground floor.  

1.53 Behind you IS the auto-Icon. Beware of Kings college students! 

1.58 [Camera reverses out of the building via the sliding doors, exiting building on to 

Gordon Square]  

[Background electronic music throughout] 
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